
 What Others Say About Doug Greenwold’s Teaching 
 
Rich.  Thought-provoking.  Sometimes startling.  Always refreshing.  Doug’s 

insights continue to inspire and stimulate my own thinking and give me new 

ways of looking at Jesus in the Gospels.  Read!  Reflect!  Contemplate!  Your 

heart and mind will be enriched.   

 

          D. Michael Crow, Ph. D., CRM Project Coordinator for “Jesus-in-Context” 

 

I always benefit from Doug Greenwold’s teaching and writing.  He brings 

fresh, previously ignored insight; but more importantly, Doug opens up the 

first-century world and thus the Scriptures take on greater meaning and 

power.  With Doug as a guide, stories and insights from the Scriptures jump 

off the page.  Prepare yourself for a series of aha! moments. 

 

          Bill Hull, Teacher and Writer, Author, The Complete Book of Discipleship 

 

Read, chew, reread and rechew Doug Greenwold’s teaching on making 

disciples.  It will be a “life-changer.”  One caution, I do not recommend 

reading his material before you go to sleep.  It is too stimulating and 

paradigm shattering to provide deep rest. 

 

          Chuck Miller, Trainer in Discipling, Author, Now That I’m A Christian 

 

Doug’s teaching is like someone pulling the curtain back so you can see the 

movie that’s been playing for quite some time on the BIG screen.  Doug 

“pulls back the curtain” to help us all uncover wisdom and insights that have 

been staring us in the face for centuries. 

 

          Pat Goodman, Teaching Pastor, Grace Fellowship Church, Timonium, MD 
 

To Schedule or Discuss a Seminar for Your Church, or to Learn 

More about PBT’s DVDs, CDs and Publications, Contact 

                             
P.O. Box 83357, Gaithersburg, MD 20883-3357 

Phone 410-953-0557     Fax 410-312-1677 

Email ask@preservingbibletimes.org 

 
www.preservingbibletimes.org 

 

 

Preserving Bible Times 
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 INFORMATION           ILLUMINATION     TRANSFORMATION 

 

Renewing Your Encounter with God’s 

Living Word Like Never Before With: 
 

Seminars     Conferences 

Teaching Weekends     Church Retreats 

Teacher/Leadership Training 

 

 

Experience and Understand the Bible “On-Site” 

in Israel While Never Leaving the Church! 
 

 



  
 

About Preserving Bible Times 

   
Preserving Bible Times, Inc. (“PBT”) is a ministry with a vision for 

preserving and presenting Biblical truth and meaning through integrating 

the Biblical text with its visual, geographical, literary, historical and 

cultural context.  PBT’s approach is to creatively assemble a “tool box” of 

Bible Times-related images, study aids, resources and contextual 

frameworks that will allow the Scriptures to increasingly come alive in 

fresh and new ways for 21
st
 – century readers.  Distinctives of PBT’s 

ministry include: 

 

 Developing contextual frameworks, not just the 

communication of fascinating facts. 

 Multimedia-rich teaching utilizing extraordinary low-level 

helicopter videos of Israel, photographs, and reconstructed biblical 

scenes. 

 Integrated contextual teaching that weaves together the 

cultural, historical, literary, geographical and visual context of 

passages. 

 A learning perspective that allows us to get outside of our 21
st
 

century Western mindset to hear, think and understand God’s 

Word like people we meet in the Bible did. 

 Equipping people with tools, frameworks and resources to 

engage the Scriptures in truly refreshing ways. 

 Renewing the mind and transforming the heart as people 

discover the original meaning and purpose of Bible passages that 

rekindle their excitement and enthusiasm for studying God’s 

Word. 

 

About Biblical Context  

  
For the words of Scripture to be fully transformational, they need to be 

heard and understood as the Biblical writers intended them to be.  The 

Bible writers had very precise meanings in mind for words and images 

they used.  They assumed their audience would always know what they 

were describing, together with its intended meaning.  To more fully 

appreciate that meaning, a passage’s context needs to be restored if we are 

to (re)discover the transformational impact originally intended by the Holy 

Spirit. 

 

 

 

Ever Wonder if There’s Something More You Could 

be Getting Out of Your Bible Study?   
 

Invest Five Hours – Impact the Rest of Your Life! 
 

 Bible Alive Spiritual Refreshment Weekend* 

A contextual immersion experience in God’s Word.  A great 

exposure to why context matters when we read the Bible. 

 

 Making Disciples Jesus’ Way: First-Century Wisdom for 

Today*   Ever wonder what we in the West have missed in Jesus’ 

pedagogy for making disciples? 

 

 The Last Days of Jesus: The Greatest Story Never Told *   
A Lenten contextual immersion experience in the last weeks and days 

of Jesus’ life. 

 

 The Bible: It’s Land and Culture *   A more in-depth delving 

into the geographical, historical and cultural context of the Bible with 

many aha!-moment connections to “familiar” passages. 

 

 Reading Between the Lines: Discovering the Rest of the Story                                 
Equipping people to integrate the historical, geographical, 

cultural, literary and visual context of a passage to discern 

original meaning. 

 

 The Real Birth of Jesus: The Rest of the Story 
A revealing one-hour presentation that helps us realize that we only 

know half of what was happening in the most “familiar” story of all. 

 

 Paul’s Roman World    Understand the culture and the issues 

facing Paul as he brought the “Good News” to a pagan world. 

  

* 5 hours of teaching - usually Friday night and Saturday morning.  
 
Reading the Bible through fresh eyes constantly reminds us of the 

depths that still remain to be discovered there – Philip Jenkins 
 


